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Questions Answers Observations
0. Separate administrative order Yes

1. Procedures for launching an expertise
   1.1. Initiative : The judge

Decision exclusively made by the judge when he believes it necessary, ac-
cording to unspecified forms (it appears to be decided on a case by case 
basis). In civil law, the jurisprudential restriction to appointing an expert 
covers the prohibition to remedy the shortcomings of one litigant in pro-
ducing evidence unless this piece of evidence cannot be obtained through 
normal means, to establish the scope of the law or avoid establishing facts 
that have not been pleaded by the litigants.

   1.2. Compulsory expertises Yes

   1.3. Decision The judge

   1.4. « In futurum » expertise possible ? No

2. Appointing an expert (or experts)
   2.1. List
   In case of a list : Identification, address, 
   Internet address (URL)

Yes The registers are established by jurisdictions whose offices base their de-
cision on the curriculum vitae and documents provided by the applicant. 
The registers can list civil servants who work as experts when this is not 
contrary to their statutes and who are preferably chosen for criminal cases. 
In civil law, the judge must ensure a reasonable rotation among the ap-
pointments of the registered experts. 
The expert swears an oath when he presents his findings at the hearing. 
However, the absence of oath is not a ground of nullity for the expert’s 
deposition. 
The judge always appoints and chooses the expert. However the parties 
can appoint technical consultants to submit remarks and observations, 
that the judicial expert has to indicate and take into consideration in his or 
her final report. The judge preferably appoints a registered expert but can, 
in particular situations, appoint a consultant who is not registered. 
Procedural rules do not impose that an expert be of Italian nationality. 
However, save for some exceptions, they do impose that the expert resides 
within the area of jurisdiction that appoints him and that he belong to a 
professional order. 
The expert appointed by the judge is under the obligation of accomplishing 
his mission. However, he can withdraw if he gives proof of a legitimate rea-
son (that corresponds to the causes of withdrawal applicable to judges). 
Illegitimate withdrawal from a mission is punished by a fine, a prison sen-
tence, and/or a prohibition to practice one’s profession. 
An expert can call for a specialist to assist him in part of his mission, but 
he remains responsible for this specialist’s report and for the use of his 
investigations and findings for his own report.

   2.2 Oath Yes

   2.3. Choice of the expert The judge

   2.4. Parties associated to the appointment ? No

   2.5. Nationality  Irrelevant 

   2.6. Objection by the parties

Yes. For classical 
reasons 

(family ties, en-
mity, conflict of 

interests, etc.)

   2.7. Possibility to refuse to the mission
Yes, if he gives 
proof of a legiti-

mate reason

   2.8. Possibility to add an other expert Yes, with the 
judge’s approval

   2.9. Possibility for the expert to use  an
   assistant Yes

3. Expert’s mission definition
   3.1. Who defines the mission ? The judge

The mission consists in every investigation or research of data or evalua-
tion of facts which requires specific technical, scientific or artistic knowle-
dge – art. 220 c.p.p.) If the assignment covers important factual elements 
that are decisive for a solution to the dispute, it can be more or less defined 
- depending on the needs of the case - in a general, specific, or more or less 
detailed manner, according to the judge’s needs.

   3.2. Type of missions

Every investiga-
tion or research of 
data or evaluation 

of facts

4. Expert’s mission progress
   4.1. Supervision by a judge

With rare excep-
tions

The judge can assist and participate in the expert’s work but in practice 
and with rare exceptions, the judge does not supervise the progress of the 
mission and the expert works independently. 
The contradictory procedure is implemented by submitting a preliminary 
report on which the litigants can make remarks which the expert will have 
to reply to in his final report. At a litigant’s request, the judge may speed 
up the contradictory procedure by asking the expert he appointed to carry 
out his proceedings in partnership with the litigants’ technical consultants. 
The expert orally presents his conclusions in the hearing.

   4.2. Presence of both parties

The contradic-
tory procedure is 
implemented by 
submitting a preli-

minary report.

   4.3. Attendance to the hearing Yes

5. Closing an expertise :
   5.1. Does a conciliation end an expertise ?

It can do in civil 
proceedings.

In civil proceedings a settlement can be attempted by the expert himself; 
when the attempt succeed, of course the aimed settlement puts an end to 
the expert’s mission – art. 199 c.p.c.; in any other civil case if all the parties 
reach a settlement and formally ask the expert to stop his or her work, he 
or she is allowed not to complete his mission (but must be reimbursed for 
his activities.

   5.2. Compulsory form for the report

In civil cases and 
criminal cases, 
the rule is the re-
port must be oral.
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   5.3. Does the report end the expert’s 
   mission ?

In civil cases, yes, 
usually.

In civil cases the rule is the report must be oral, when the activity is carried 
out in front of the judge; the report can be written if the activity is carried 
out by the expert without participation of the judge, or if the judge asks the 
expert for a written report – art. 195 c.p.c.; in criminal cases the rule is the 
report must be oral and immediate; only when the mission is complex, the 
expert can ask the judge for a term; only when necessary, the expert can 
ask the judge to be allowed to submit a written report – art. 227 c.p.p.; but 
in the normal practice the oral and immediate report is unusual, and the 
written report – to be submitted within a term established by the judge – is 
normal. 
The judge is not bound by the expert’s conclusions, but if he goes against 
them, he must provide arguments as to why. Jurisprudence also states 
that the court may, in criminal and civil cases, choose among the different 
hypotheses presented by the experts the one which is believed to be the 
most relevant.

   5.4. Is there a compulsory structure for the
   report ? No

   5.5. Is a pre-report compulsory ? No

   5.6. Do the expert’s conclusions tie the
   judge ? No

   5.7. Possibility for a second opinion Yes

6. Paying for the expertise :
   6.1. Provision - deposit The person 

requesting the 
expert opinion

In the normal civil practice a payment on account towards the expert’s fees 
is set by the judge and usually paid by the person requesting the expert 
opinion. The judge normally orders the unsuccessful litigant to pay back 
the expert’s fees (but in some cases can orders both parties to pay the fees 
in specific percentage). In criminal cases a down payment is not provided 
by the law, and normally never granted by the judge. 
Since the decision about the amount of the fees to be payed to the expert 
is taken by the judge at the end of the mission, there is normally no need 
for an additional payment (unless the unlikely case an expert is appointed 
again in the same trial for a new mission). 
The fee is set by the judge and ensured according to a legal scale which can 
be fixed or sliding, depending on the specialty. The variable fee, when it is 
allowed for in a text, can depend on the time given to carry out the mission, 
the value in litigation or it can be within a range set by the law. 
The cost of the expert examination is borne in advance by a party, generally 
the requesting party, and if it wins its case on the substance of the dispute, 
the judge normally orders the unsuccessful litigant to reimburse them.

   6.2. Deposit determination The judge

   6.3. Possibility for a complentary deposit No

   6.4. Determination of remuneration and
   charges

A legal scale which 
can be fixed or sli-
ding, depending 
on the specialty.

   6.5. Challenging possible ? Yes

7. Expert’s liability
   7.1. Are there documents governing the
   expertise ?

Yes
Criminal offence in case of neglect when submitting the report or in case 
of fraud (a year in prison and a fine of 10329 euros). Rules of law violations 
when carrying out a mission can lead to the cancellation of the expert exa-
mination and the neglect can mean that the fees are reduced by up to half, 
to which one must add compensation to the litigants. In criminal cases, 
the expert who can withdraw from his mission can be condemned to a fine 
ranging from 154 to 1549 euros if he does not give his opinion within the 
set deadline or if he is negligent.

   7.2. Expert’s liability Civil and criminal

   7.3. Obligation for the expert to have an
   insurance No

8. Statutes of the expert
   8.1. Selection criterias 

Yes The rules regulating experts are set by the Code of Civil Procedure and the 
Code of Criminal Procedure as well as by a presidential decree. Experts are 
gathered in several associations that are not a representative organisation. 
An expert’s registration is subject to an accreditation approved by the court 
for four years based on a classification of skills and an assessment of his 
curriculum vitae and his qualifications. 
Only the Court can supervise the mission; in civil cases the Court can order 
the expert new investigations, or, under serious grounds, the appointment 
of a new expert, in place of the former one (art. 196 c.p.c.); in criminal 
cases the law doesn’t provide specifically for new investigations (since 
the Court can ask him or her for any clarification during the contradictory 
exam), but the Court can replace the expert, if he or she fulfills his or her 
duty negligently (art. 231 c.p.p.). 
In his or her written report the expert has to describe the activities he or 
she carries out, together with the remarks and observations of the parties. 
Experts are bound by rules of civil procedure but are free to practice at their 
will within these rules. Criminal offence in case of neglect when submitting 
the report or in case of fraud (a year in prison and a fine of 10329 euros). 
Rules of law violations when carrying out a mission can lead to the can-
cellation of the expert examination and neglect can mean that the fees are 
reduced by up to half, excluding compensation to the litigants.

   8.2. Competencies classification Yes (nomenclature)

   8.3. Required qualifications 
Yes (Qualifica-
tions required + 
Curriculum vitae)

   8.4. Accreditation By the Court

   8.5. Possibility to accredit a legal entity No

   8.6. Accreditation duration Four years

   8.7. Ability periodic monitoring When renewing 
the accreditation

   8.8. Activity monitoring By the Court

   8.9. Activity reporting by the expert Yes

   8.10. Ethics rules No

   8.11. « Best practices » Unspecified

   8.12. Possibility for sanctions Yes

   8.13. Texts governing the expert’statutes Yes
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